MAKING WAVES

THE RIPPLE EFFECT
The past few years has seen emissions trading ripple out throughout the world.
The Paris agreement is an opportunity to leverage these efforts to inspire
greater ambition, say Fred Krupp and Nathaniel Keohane
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AS ADVOCATES FOR
THE ENVIRONMENT,
WE HAVE LONG
CHAMPIONED
MARKETS BECAUSE
THEY CAN DRIVE
AMBITION UP
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GLOBAL LEADERSHIP
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IETA GREENHOUSE GAS MARKET
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A DURABLE CLIMATE
REGIME WILL BE ONE
THAT HARNESSES
MARKET FORCES
IN THE HUNT FOR
SOLUTIONS

effectiveness and environmental integrity
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reporting, allows countries to demonstrate
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A CLUB OF CARBON
MARKETS

here is an incremental one: Rather than
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for cooperation on markets within the
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UNFCCC itself.
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of international carbon markets. As

A durable climate regime will be one

impact of climate change, the benefits and

momentum grows, coordination among

that harnesses market forces in the hunt

costs of reducing GHG emissions, and the

jurisdictions with carbon markets will be

for solutions, mobilises private sector

design and performance of cap-and-trade

increasingly crucial to maximising cost-

energies, enhances national self-interest

programmes and other policy instruments.

